Inquire first of Baker when you need

LEAD ACETATE for vinyl plastics
to a defined purity in TONNAGE lots

Versatile vinyl. It's in your home...colorful, long-wearing housefurnishings and building materials. It also acts as a protective coating for the wiring systems of jeeps, planes, tanks and battleships.

Especially important in the manufacture of many vinyl plastic products is Lead Acetate of defined purity.

The J. T. Baker Chemical Co. is a prime producer of Lead Acetate and supplies it to a defined purity in large tonnage lots.

If your processes demand Lead Acetate in volume, or if you require Lead Acetate (or other Lead Salts) of exceptional purity and uniformity for smooth plant operation, inquire first of Baker.

Remember, Baker has been meeting the exacting requirements of chemists and chemical engineers for nearly half a century.

J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Executive Offices and Plant, Phillipsburg, N. J.

Baker Chemicals
REAGENT · FINE · INDUSTRIAL

...for civilian use

...for defense use